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$1. INTRODUCTION 
LET Md BE A COMPLETE Riemannian manifold of dimension d. The Laplacian A of M is 
formally self adjoint on C;(M) and has a unique extension A to an unbounded self 
adjoint operator on L’M. One defines the essential spectrum of M, denoted Ess Spec 
M, to be those real numbers which are either cluster points of the spectrum of A or 
eigenvalues of infinite multiplicity for A. 
If M is simply connected and has constant curvature - c, c > 0, then its essential 
spectrum is the half line [(d - l)‘c/4,m). Moreover, the essential spectrum is stable 
under compact perturbations of the metric on M. 
In the present paper, we study the essential spectrum of manifolds whose 
curvature approaches a constant -c at infinity. We show that Ess Spec M = 
[(d - l)*c/4,m) if either (i) M is simply connected and negatively curved or (ii) M is a 
surface with finitely generated fundamental group and an additional decay condition is 
satisfied for K + c +O. Here K denotes the Gaussian curvature. 
The proof consists of two parts. One first shows that the essential spectrum is 
bounded below by (d - l)*c/4. Then, using a comparison argument, we verify that 
each A > (d - l)*c/4 occurs in the essential spectrum. A useful tool throughout the 
decomposition principle of [6,9]. This principle assures that the essential spectrum is 
stable under compact perturbations of the metric and the topology and is thus a 
function of the geometry of the ends. 
$2. ABSTRACT SPECTRAL THEORY 
Let H be a Hilbert space and A : H +H a self adjoint operator. According to the 
spectral theorem, we may write A = J A dE,, where E,, for A real, is a projection 
valued measure on the real line. The support of E is the spectrum of A. 
Given A E R, we say that A is in the essential spectrum of A if for all u > 0, the 
subspace E(A - c~, A + IT) is infinite dimensional. Thus the essential spectrum of A 
consists of cluster points of the spectrum and eigenvalues having infinite multiplicity. 
The non-essential spectrum is just the isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. 
We will need to employ elementary lemmas which are simple consequences of the 
spectral theorem[9, pp. 13-151: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A necessary and suficient condition for the interval ( - =, A] to 
intersect the essential spectrum of A is that, for all F > 0, there exists an infinite 
dimensional subspace G, C 9,,, the domain of A, for which (Af - Af - ef, f) < 0, 
fEG,. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. A necessary and suficient condition for the interval (A - u, A + a) 
to intersect the essential spectrum of A is that there exists an infinite dimensional 
subspace G.C gaA, for which Il(A - Al)f/ < (+llfll, f E G. 
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53. CURVATURE BOUNDED BELOW 
Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension d. If A is the Laplacian of 
M acting on C;(M), the smooth compactly supported functions, then A is essentially 
self adjoint [8]. This means that A has a unique extension from C;(M) to an 
unbounded self adjoint operator on L*(M). The domain 5@A of A consists of those 
f E L*(M) for which Af E L*(M). Moreover, (Af, f) = (df, df), so that A is positive 
semidefinite. Thus the spectrum of A is contained in [0, 00). 
There is a simple geometric condition which assures that A has non-empty 
essential spectrum: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a non-compact complete Riemannian manifold whose 
Ricci curvature is bounded below by - (d - l)c, c 2 0. Then the essential spectrum of 
A intersects the interval [O, (d - l)*c/4]. 
Proof. Given x EM we denote B(x, 7) to be the open set consisting 
y E M whose geodesic distance from x is less than y. We may define 
eigenvalue of B(x, y) by: 
of those 
the first 
Then for all E ~0, exists @J E CXB(x, y)) such that (A4 - Al4 - e&4) = 
(d+, d4) - (AI + s)(4,4) < 0. 
Now let A@(c, y)) be the first eigenvalue of the ball D(c, y) of radius y in the 
simply connected space of constant curvature - c. Then it is elementary[4, p. 2941 to 
show that h@(c, y))‘(d- l)*c/4+ h(c, y) where h(c, y)+O as y-+00. 
In his paper[4], Cheng has derived the remarkable inequality: 
A,(B(x, Y)) 5 A,(D(c, Y)) (3.2) 
using that the Ricci curvature of M is bounded below by -(d - 1)~. The interesting 
point is that (3.2) holds independent of the topological type of B(x, y). Thus y need 
not be less than the injectivity radius at x. 
Since M is noncompact, for any y there exists an infinite number of disjoint balls 
B(xi, y) C M. Given E >O, choose y SO that A,(D(c, y)) ~(d - l)*c/4+ s/2. Then by 
(3.2) there exists 4; E Ct(B(xi, y)) SO that (A+i -(d - l)*c/4~i - &4i, 4;) < 0. Theorem 
3.1 now follows from Proposition 2.1, and (Af, f) 2 0. 
Theorem 3.1 is a weak converse to earlier results by the author and Li [6]. Fix a 
point p E M and write E(r) = sup {K(x, n)(d(p, x) 2 r} where K(x, r) is the sectional 
curvature of a two plane 7~ in TIM. Then the following theorem was proved in[6]: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold and suppose l?(r) + - x 
as r-m. Then the essential spectrum of A is empty provided one of the following two 
side conditions is satisfied: (i) M is simply connected and negatively curved. (ii) M is 
two dimensional and the fundamental group of M is finitely generated. 
It is interesting to note that no topological restrictions are required in Theorem 3.1. 
This contrasts with conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.3. 
14. CONSTANT CURVATURE METRICS 
Let M be a simply connected complete Riemannian manifold of dimension d 
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having constant curvature - c, c 2 0. It is well-known[2, p. 1841 that the exponential 
map at each p E M is a diffeomorphism exp: T,,M + M. 
Assume, for the moment, that c > 0. In the associated normal coordinates about p, 
one may write the metric as ds2 = dr* + e2 do2 where 8 = sinh (q/(c)r)/d/(c). Here r 
denotes the geodesic distance from p. 
Suppose that f(r) is a function on M, which depends on r, and satisfies the 
equation Af = hf. Then f satisfies the ordinary differential equation 
-f”(r) - (d - ID//(c) coth (v(c)r)f’(r) - Af = 0 (4.1) 
as follows easily from the definition of the Laplacian A[4, p. 2911. 
One has: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let f(r) be a real valued function satisfying Af = hf for some real 
A > (d - 1)2c/4. Then f has infinitely many zeroes. 
Proof. Define g(r) by the formula g(r) = (sinh .\/(c)r)/~(c))d-1’2f(r), for r > 0. Then 
g(r) has the same zeroes as f and g satisfies the ordinary differential equation: 
- g”(r) + d2Py+3 (cothd(c)r)2+y) cg-hg = 0. (4.3) 
Since A > (d - 1)2c/4, the coefficient of g in (4.3) will be negative for r sufficiently 
large. Our conclusion now follows from the Sturm Comparison Theorem[lO, p. 3351. 
Suppose that we have A = (d - 1)2c/4+ cp2 for p >O. Then the change of variables 
x = cash (v(cr)) transforms (4.1) into 
(x2 - l)f”(x) - dxf’(x) - (9) + p2)f = 0. (4.4) 
One solution of (4.4) is given by[15, II, p. 2231: 
fP(x) = Re(x2 - l)-k’2Qkl,2+~/(_l)pc~) (4.5) 
where d = 2(k + 1) and x > 1. 
Now suppose that H E C;(R) is a cut-off function satisfying the conditions 
H(r) = 1 A /‘/‘F r , 
Define h(r,,, CT, r) = H(r - To/o) to be a scaled cut-off centered at ro. 
We will need to use the technical lemma: 
LEMMA 4.6. Let fP(x) be given by (4.5) for fixed p > 0. Suppose that ro- CT, ro+ CT 
are two zeroes of fD(x), where r. - u > 0 and u > 0. Then one has the inequality 
[rcc Ifp(x)12(x2 _ l)(d-W2 dr 5 D, [ruv h2(ro, u, r)lfP(x)12(x2 - 1)‘d-‘“2 dr 
where II, > 0 is independent of ro, and we understand that x = cash (d(c)r). 
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Proof. This follows from (4.5) and the asymptotic formula[l5, II, p. 2231 as x +w: 
Qk1~2+~/c-,p,(~) = e,(p, k)x-1’2~V/‘-1’P +0(x-“*) 
where e,(p, k) is known constant. 
Now suppose that M = R”, the usual Euclidean space with its standard metric of 
constant curvature c = 0. If f(r) is a rotation invariant function satisfying Af = hf, 
A > 0, then f(r) is a solution of the ordinary differential equation 
-f”(r)-yf’(r)-Af =O. 
Setting g(r) = rtdel)‘* f(r), one finds that 
- g”(r) + 
d*-4d+3 
49 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
So, by comparison Theorem[lO, p. 3551, any solution of (4.7) has infinitely many 
zeroes, assuming g is real valued. A particular solution of (4.7) is given by[12, p. 1561: 
f*(r) = r(2md)‘2.bd-2V2(kb )r) (4.9) 
where J is the standard Bessel function. 
By analogy with Lemma 4.6, one has: 
LEMMA 4.10. Let f*(r) be given by (4.9) for fixed A > 0. Suppose that r. - C, r. + CT 
are two zeroes of f*(r), where r. - u > 0 and u > 0. Then one has the inequality: 
I “+ )fh(r)j2rdm1 dr 5 D1 ‘0-C 
where D, > 0 is independent of ro, CT. 
Proof. This follows from (4.9) and the asymptotic formula as r+= m[16, p. 1991: 
.&d-2)/2 (d(A Jr) =- ‘F)(\/(Ar))-“* [cos (v(A)r - : - (d y2)“) 
+ e(d)(d(A)r)-’ sin 
(d-2)7r 
4 )+ O(d(A)r)F2] 
where e(d) is a known constant. 
65. SIMPLY CONNECTED MANIFOLDS A LOWER BOUND ON THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM 
Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold with boundary. Denote A to the 
Laplacian of M. If N C M is a compact manifold with boundary, of the same 
dimension as M, then one obtains a self-adjoint extension A’ of the Laplacian of M-N 
by imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
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A useful tool for studying the essential spectrum of M is the following: 
LEMMA 5.1. (Decomposition Principle.) Let M, N be as above. Then the Laplacians 
A, A’ have the same essential spectrum. 
Proof. The reader may consult [6, p. 2 or 93. 
Now suppose that M is a complete simply connected manifold all of whose 
sectional curvatures are non-positive. By a theorem of Hadamard_Cartan[2, p. 1841, 
the exponential map at each p E M is a diffeomorphism exp: T,M + M. Fix p and let (r, 
w) be spherical coordinates on T,M. We may define a function 0(r, w) by 
(5.2) 
The integral on the left is taken with respect to the volume element of the Riemannian 
metric on M. 
We will write I?(r) = sup {K(x, m)Jd(p, x) 2 r} where v is a two plane in TIM. One 
has 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let Md be a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold all 
of whose sectional curvatures are nonpositive and suppose that I?(r) < - c, for r 
sujiciently large and c > 0. Then 0-‘&3/ar 2 (d - l)d(c) for r suficiently large. 
Proof. Choose r. so that K(r) < - co for r > r. where co > c. 
Fix a direction o and let y be a Jacobi field, along the geodesic y, starting at p with 
direction w, such that y(0) = 0, Ily(r)ll = 1. If yip i = 1, . . . , d - 1, is a set of such Jacobi 
fields, which form an orthonormal frame at r, then[2, p. 2541 one has 
e-1$ =C (A Yi)tr) 
where the prime denotes covariant differentiation along 7. Thus 
that (y’, y)(r) > d(c) for r sufficiently large, uniformly in o and i. 
Set, for u > 0, 
F(u) = 2# 
, 
Then, for all u, one has F(u) 2 0. To see this we just use Jacobi’s 
to derive: 
-zj$ (Y', Y> = (Y', Y'> - K(Y*, YNY, YNY', Y)(O) = 0 
it suffices to show 
equation[2, p. 1731 
where yt is the tangent vector to the geodesic y. 
Moreover, 
C3F ,,=P(u)-F* 
6 
where 
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/3(u) = -2K(y., y)+$$$? 
Since K(u) < - c0 for u 2 ro, one has p(u) > 2co for u I ro. Moreover, by Lemma 
A.2, F(u) 2 d(2co) tanh (~(2~~)s~) for u 2 r. + so, so>0 arbitrary. The Schwartz in- 
equality gives 
Thus p(u) > 2co + co(tanh (~(2~~)s~))~ for K 2 r. + so. Applying Lemma A.2 we find 
that F(u) 2 [2co + co(tanh (~2c0)s0))*3”* tanh (~(2co)so> for u 2 r. + 2so. Denote A = 
(tanh (~(2c0)s0))*. Th en, by iterating the above procedure, one finds that 
co 3 A k 
(F(u))2 2 2coh + coA2 + - A + . . .4co - 
2 0 2 (5.4) 
for u 2 r. + kso. 
By choosing so, k sufficiently large, we may conclude from (5.4) that 
F(u) 2 2d(c) 
for U, r sufficiently large. Then (y’, y)(r) 2 d(c), completing the proof. 
We easily deduce 
THEOREM 5.5. Let Md be a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold, of 
dimension d, all of whose sectional curvatures are nonpositive and satisfying l?(r) < 
- c for r suficiently large and c 2 0. Then the essential spectrum of the Laplacian A of 
M is bounded below by (d - l)‘c/4. 
Proof. Fix p E M and denote M(r,) = {x E M(d(p, x) 2 ro}. The decomposition 
principle, Lemma 5.1, implies that the essential spectrum of A acting on L2(M(ro)), 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, is the same as the essential spectrum of A acting 
on L*(M). 
By Proposition 5.3, we may choose r. so that &‘83/ar > (d - l)g(c) for r z r,. 
Then one has Ar = 0~‘83/ar > (d - l)d(c) for r 2 r,. Let D be a compact domain in 
M(r,). Following[l7, p. 4981 we integrate Ar over D to derive the isoperimetric 
inequality Area (a@ 2 (d - l)d(c) Vol (D), where ao is the boundary of D. By a 
theorem of Cheeger[3, p. 1961 the spectrum of the Laplacian of M(ro), with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions, is bounded below by (d - l)*c/4. 
06. SIMPLY CONNECTED MANIDOLDS WITH CURVATURE APPROACHING A CONSTANT 
Let M be a complete study connected manifold having non-positive sectional 
curvatures. Fix p E M and recall that exp: T,,M + M is a diffeomorphism. If (r, o) are 
spherical coordinates on T,M, then define k(r) by J”Mf(m) dm = 
IT,M f(r, w)%,(r) dr d o. If M has constant curvature - c, c 2 0 then 0,(r) = 0(r, c) = 
(sinh (V(c)r)/d(c))d-‘, when c > 0, and 0(r, 0) = rd-‘. Here d is the dimension of M. 
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The following comparison theorem is standard: 
LEMMA 6.1. Let T denote the geodesic distance from p E M. Suppose that for all 
points with r < a, the sectional curvatures are bounded below by -cl and above by 
- c2, wrth cl, c2 2 0. 
Then for r < (r: 
(9 W, ~2) 5 &(r) 22 f%r, CI) 
(ii) 8-’ $ (r, c2) 5 e;‘(r); e,(r) 5 8-l $ (r, cl). 
Proof. [2, p. 2541. 
Our basic technical lemma is: 
LEMMA 6.2. Denote by B(p, o) a geodesic ball of radius u about p E M. Suppose 
that the sectional curvatures in B(p, cr) are bounded below by - cl and above by - c2, 
with cl, c2 2 0. 
Let A > (d - 1)2c,/4. One may find an arbitrarily large c so that if B(p, a) is as 
above then there exists g E C;(B(p, c)) with: 
lb - Ml, 5 (1 + Y2 Cl, c2. a2 ( 
[ 
4 + F Yl(Cd + Y3(Cl, c27 +.4w + ~]4lkit2. 
We use )I II2 to d enote the L*-norm. Here y,(cI) is a monotone increasing function of cl. 
Moreover, for i = 2,3, 3/i(cl, c2, a)+0 as cl + ~2. with g fixed. 
Let c = (cI + c2)/2 if c2 > 0 and c = c2 = 0 if c2 = 0. We may choose g and u to 
depend only on c. 
Proof. Let iV& denote the simply connected complete Riemannian manifold of 
constant curvature - c, c 20. The special functions results, quoted in 44, show that 
there exists a function f(r) defined on M, such that: (i) f depends only upon the 
geodesic distance r from a fixed point p E M,, (ii) Acf = Af and (iii) f has infinitely 
many zeroes. Here A, denotes the Laplacian of hf,. 
Clearly there exists cr arbitrarily large with f(ro - E) = f(ro + E) = 0, 1 < r. - E < 
r. + E < (T and E > u/4. If h(r, e, r) = H(r - role) is the cut-off function, of 44, centered 
at ro, then set g(r) = h(ro, E, r)f(r). 
Since g(r) depends only upon r and is supported in r < V, one may consider g as a 
function on B(p, a). One has the formula: 
Ag=(Ah)f +h(Af)+2%$ 
so 
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Thus if we let x denote the characteristic function of the interval (rO - E, r. + E) one 
has, using Lemma 6.1.: 
II@ - mlI* 5 $ llxfllz +? YI(CdIIXfll2 + (1 + 3/*(c,, cz, d,[ %(C,, c2, (T) +~]llx~ll2., 
where 11 (12,c is the L*-norm in M,. 
Moreover. 
YdCJ = ,wv; tr, cd = $(l, Cl) 
l + Y*(C,, c2, (T) = ,:yr ( > 
I” fW, c2) 
e(r c,) Y3(CI, c2, fl) = SUP 
9 
,<r<o lz(r, cd-$(r,c2)(. 
Clearly, for fixed (T, one has yi(c1, c2, (T) +O as cl + c2 when i = 2,3. 
Now 
Jf (I II xz 2,c= (lx df tl2.c = ~WiIxf i2.c 
as follows from integrating by parts and using Acf = hf, f(ro- E) = f(ro+ E) = 0. 
Thus 
IItA - Akllz 5 [s + 4 ntcd]llxfllz + (1 + Y ydc,, ~2, (T) + ?]d(A)ilxf ii2.c. 
By Lemmas 4.6 and 4.10 one has 
llxf ll2.c 5 ~4llsll2.c. 
so 
lI(A - Akll2 5 04(1 + Y~(CI, ~2, (+)I2 
[ 
3 +? Y(CI) + ydc,, ~2, (T)~\/(A) ++]ll& 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
If x E M and 7r is a two plane in TIM, we may denote K(x, 7r) to be the sectional 
curvature of 7r. One may now state: 
THEOREM 6.3. Let M be a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold having 
non-positive sectional curvatures. Denote 4(r) = sup {jK(x, r) + cl such that d(x, p) B 
r} forfixed p E M, c L 0. Suppose that lim 4(r) = 0. Then the essential spectrum of the 
T-m 
Laplacian A of M is the interval [(d - l)*c/4,m). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.5, we know that the essential spectrum of M is bounded 
below by (d - l)2c/4. Thus it suffices to show that each A > (d - l)*c/4 lies in the 
essential spectrum. 
Fix A > (d - l)2c/4. For i sufficiently large, we apply Lemma 6.2 with cl = c +2-’ 
and~~=c-2-~ifc>O.Ifc=Owechoosec~=c=Oandc,=2-’. 
Suppose that (+ is one of the positive real numbers in the conclusion of Lemma 
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6.2. It is important to note that the allowable (r’s depend only upon c and not thz 
choice of i. 
For each (T, M contains an infinite number of disjoint balls B(p,, a), centered at pk, 
k=l,2,.... When k > j(i), B(pk, cr) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6.2. Let 
gk E CG(B(pk, (T)) be given by that lemma. 
If i is sufficiently large and k > j(i) then: 
iI@ - A )gb 5 O,( 1 + (T-‘)2[o,(T-2 + D*y,(c,>(r-’ + fY’d/(A) + (T-‘D$(h)l((gll*. 
Since (T may be chosen arbitrarily large, Theorem 6.3 follows from Proposition 2.2. 
87. SURFACES WITH FINITELY GENERATED FUNDAMENTAL GROUP-A LOWER BOUND ON 
THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM 
Let X be a two dimensional Riemannian manifold with boundary ax. Suppose that 
X is diffeomorphic to R* - 0’ = {x E RI [lx/l L 1). The letter y will denote a simple 
closed curve, in X, homotopic to a curve obtained by moving once around 8X. Then y 
divides X into two components: (i) The noncompact exterior of y denoted ext (y), 
and (ii) The relatively compact interior of y denoted int (7). A normal vector N to y 
which points into ext (y) will be called an outward pointing normal. 
The exponential map along y provides a diffeomorphism from a neighborhood of 
the zero section in the normal bundle to y onto a tubular neighborhood of y in M. In 
this neighborhood, the metric may be written as ds* = dr* + 8*(r, w) dW*. Choosing N 
to point in the direction of increasing r, N = al&-, one computes the geodesic 
curvature of y: 
x,(N) = (V,N, T) = (VNT + [T, N], T) = ([T, N], T) = 0-l: (0, W) 
where T = 8-l c?/& is the unit tangent vector to y. 
We will need the following elementary: 
LEMMA 7.1. Let N be an outward pointing normal along y and suppose that 
Y&(N) 2 0. If all sectional curvatures in ext (y) are non-positive, then the exponential 
map along y provides a diffeomorphism from the outward pointing normal bundle to y, 
denoted Ty”‘, onto ext (y), exp: Ty’.’ + ext ( y). 
Proof. By assumption f3(0, w) > 0 and #(O, w) > 0 at each w E y. Moreover, along 
geodesics emanating from the normal bundle to y, one has 8/&-(0-‘&Y&-) = 
- K(r, o) + (0-‘&3/ar)* by a standard formula[l4, p. 2781 for the Gaussian curvature 
K(r, w). So #(r, W) 20, 6(r, W) >O for all r 20. This shows that exp is a local 
diffeomorphism. 
To show that exp is a global diffeomorphism, it suffices to show that no two 
geodesics emanating from y can meet. Let p,, p2 be two geodesic segments leaving y 
at PI, PZ and meeting at Pj. By adding a segment from y, one obtains a triangle 
A = PIP2P3. Now apply the Gauss-Bonnet theoremll4, p. 3841: 
i=l 
(7.2) 
where 0, = e2 = ?r/2 and & > 0 are the angles of A. Since K 5 0, rC,(N) > 0, (7.2) yields 
a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.1. 
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The main result of the present section is; 
THEOREM 7.3. Let M be a complete surface with finitely generated fundamental 
group. For a fixed p E M, denote K(r) = sup {K(x)ld(x, p) 2 r}, where K(x) is the 
Gaussian curvature at x. If I?(r) < - c, c 2 0 for r suficiently large, then the essential 
spectrum of M is bounded below by c/4. 
Proof. Since T,(M) is finitely generated, M is diffeomorphic to a compact surface 
with a finite number of punctures[l3, p. lo]. By the decomposition principle, Lemma 
5.1, it suffices to bound the essential spectrum on each end X of M. 
Let X be a Riemannian surface, with boundary, which is diffeomorphic to R* - D*. 
Suppose that all sectional curvatures of X are bounded above by - c, c 2 0. Fix a 
direction on 8X and denote (Y,, the oriented curve thus obtained. For each positive 
integer k, choose a curve ffk homotopic to a0 so that & lies in the exterior to ak-1 and 
d(ak, (Yk_1) > /(a~~), the length Of (Ye. 
For each k, let yk be the shortest curve lying in the compact region int ((Yk) II 
ext ((Ye) with yk homotopic to cro. There are two cases which must be dealt with: 
Case 1. (Expanding End.) For some k, yk does not touch (Yk. Then, by the 
minimization property of yk, x,(N) 2 0, where xg(N) iS the geodesic curvature of yk 
with respect to its outward pointing normal N. By Lemma 7.1, one has a diffeomor- 
phism exp: 7’y’.+-ext (y). In the associated coordinates, we may write ds2 = 
dr2 + @dW*, for the metric in ext (7). If r is the geodesic distance from y, then one 
has[l4, p. 2781 
(7.4) 
It now follows from Lemma A.2 that K’N/ar >d/(c) for r sufficiently large. One 
computes Ar = 0-l War and applies the argument of Theorem 5.5. 
Case 2. (Parabolic End.) For all k 22, yk touches ayk. Then by the minimization 
property of Yk, &(N) > 0, where N is the inward pointing normal to yk. The argument 
of Lemma 7.1 shows that the exponential map along yk provides a diffeomorphism 
from an open set in Ty’,- onto the region ext (y2) fl int (yk), k 2 3. One now applies the 
method of Theorem 5.5 which consists in establishing the isoperimetric inequality 
l(aD) 2 v(c) Area(D for compact regions D lying sufficiently far from JX. The only 
requirement is to choose k large enough so that Ar = 0-‘SI/ar > c for points in D. For 
this one uses Lemma 5.2. 
As a corollary to. Theorem 7.3, one obtains a new proof of Theorem 1.2 in the 
author’s earlier paper with Li [6]. This known result was stated as Part (ii) of Theorem 
3.3 above. 
58. SURFACES WITH FINITELY GENERATED FUNDAMENTAL GROUP AND CURVATURE AP- 
PROACHING A CONSTANT 
Let M be a surface having a finitely generated fundamental group. We suppose 
that the curvature of M approaches a negative constant - c, normalized to be 
_ c = - 1, at infinity. More precisely, let 4(r) = sup {jK(x) + 11 such that d(x, p) 2 r} for 
a fixed p E M. We assume that 4(r)-+O as r-+m. 
It is welIknown[l3, p. IO] that M has a finite number of ends, each of which is 
diffeomorphic to S’ x [0, 00). As in 47, the ends of M may be classified as expanding 
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ends and parabolic ends. We may now state: 
THEOREM 8.1. Let M be a surface with finitely generated fundamental group and 
curvature approaching - 1 at infinity. Then the essential spectrum of M is precisely 
the interval [l/4, m) provided either condition below is satisfied: (i) M has at least one 
expanding end. (ii) For some parabolic end F of M, J(&(r)I dr < m, where &(r) = 
sup {/K(x) + 11 such that d(x, p) 2 r and x E F}. Here p is a fixed point in M. 
Proof. Theorem 7.3 implies that the essential spectrum of M is bounded below by 
l/4. Therefore, it suffices to show that each A > l/4 lies in the essential spectrum. 
Suppose that M has an expanding end E. As in the proof of Theorem 7.3, there is 
a homotopically non-trivial curve y contained in E so that XR(N) > 0 where N is the 
outward pointing normal to y. Consequently, exp: T-y’.+ +ext (y) is a diffeomorphism. 
Let d? = dr*+ 02(r, w) do* be the expression for the metric tensor in the asso- 
ciated coordinate system. Then 0’/0(0, w) = rC,(N) 2 0. We may suppose K(x) < - l/4 
in ext (y). By Lemma A.2 and formula (7.4), tY/e(r, w) L l/2 tanh (r/2). So 0(r, w) 2 
cash (r/2)0(0, w). It follows that the injectivity radius of E approaches infinity as 
r + 00. Thus, given any v > 0, E contains an infinite number of geodesic balls, within 
the cut locus, having radius V. One may directly apply the argument of Theorem 6.3 
showing that Ess Spec (E) = [l/4, m), with Dirichlet boundary conditions on y. Since 
Ess Spec (M) 3 Ess Spec (E), this finishes Case (i). 
To treat the parabolic ends, we employ a technical lemma: 
LEMMA 8.2. Let F be a parabolic end of M. Then there exists a metric with Gauss 
curvature K 5 - l/4 on S’ x (- 00, m) so that F is the end at + x. 
Proof. Since F is parabolic, the proof of Theorem 7.3 shows that there is a 
homotopically non-trivial curve y contained in F so that (a) the geodesic curvature 
XR(N) > 0, where N is the inward pointing normal to y. 
We extend F to S’ X ( - a, 00) by using the exponential map along y, in direction N. 
Identify S’ X (0,~) = ext (y), and extend K from ext (y) to a smooth function on 
S’ X ( - cc), m), with K satisfying K I - l/4. To obtain a metric having curvature K, we 
solve the differential equation 
$+K(r,o)t+!r=O 
along each ray pointing inward from y, the curve r = 0. A global solution exists since 
(8.3) is linear[lO,p. 311. Moreover, by Lemma A.2, formula (7.4) and the initial 
condition +‘l$ = X,(N) 2 0, one has + > 0 for all r. The desired metric on ( - ~0, 0) x S’ 
is given by dr* + I&* dW2. 
Eberlein[7, p. 361 has shown that for parabolic ends F in manifolds M of strict 
negative curvature K 5 - b*, one has a good parametrization. Specifically, there exists 
a homotopically non-trivial curve y contained in F so that exp: Ty’*’ + ext (y) is a 
diffeomorphism. Lemma 8.2 allows us to apply Eberlein’s result when K 5 - b2 on F 
alone. 
Let ds* = dr2 + 8*(r, w) dW* be the Eberlein parameterization of a parabolic end F. 
The decay condition, J-I&(r)/ dr < ~0, of Theorem 8.1, along with Lemma A.3, shows 
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that 
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f3(r, w) - e(o)e-’ 
lY(r, w) - - e(o)e-’ 
as r --, 00 for fixed w. Here e(o) > 0 is a constant depending only on w. 
Choose so so large that if r > so then 
1/4e(o)e-’ < 0(r, w) < 4e(w)e-’ 
I I 
+) <2. 
Denote Ilf(r, o)[lz., to be the L*-norm of f with respect to the measure e(w)e-‘. Then if 
f(r, w) is supported in the region r > so, one has 
Given A > l/4, let f(r) = ed’sin (d(A - 1/4)r). For the parabolic end of the standard 
pseudosphere with constant curvature - 1, f(r) is a generalized eigenfunction with 
eigenvalue A. In particular - d*f/dr’ + dfldr = Af. Choose a cut-off function h(ro, 8, r), 
as in 06, so that f(ro - E) = f(ro + F) = 0. Let g = h(r,, E, r)f. We may require r. - F > so. 
One now proceeds by analogy to the proof of Lemma 6.1. Simply transplant g 
from the pseudosphere to F by considering g as a function of the distance r from y. 
Computing Ag, we find after simplification 
where 
T(s)=sup 
TZS I 
$(r,w)+l . 
I 
By Lemma A.3, T(S) +O as s +m. Since r. - E and E may be chosen arbitrarily 
large, our conclusion follows from Proposition 2.2. 
Acknowledgement-The author thanks Peter Li for helpful conversations during the development of this 
work. 
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59. APPENDIX 
Ordinary differential equations 
In this section we gather some lemmas from ordinary differential equations. One 
has the elementary: 
LEMMA Al. Let CY be any positive constant and f(s) the solution of the first order 
differential equation 
df -=a-ff2(S) ds 
s20 
with initial conditions f(0) L 0. Then d/(a) tanh (d/(a)s) zs f(s) % V/((Y) coth (~/((Y)s) 
for s 2 0. 
Proof. By direct calculation, one checks that 
f(s) = if f(0) < V/((Y) 
if f(0) = V/<(Y) 
if f (0) > d/(u) 
Here w 2 0 must be chosen to fit the initial conditions. The lemma follows. 
A comparison argument will yield: 
LEMMA A2. Let g(s) be 
differential equation 
smooth for s L 0 and suppose that g(s) satisfies the 
2 = P(s) -g*(s) sro 
with initial conditions g(0) 2 0. 
Then 
(i) If p(s) > LY > 0 for some constant (Y, one has g(s) 2 d/(a) tanh (d(a)s). 
(ii) If /3(s) < (Y for some constant (Y > 0, one has g(s) I I coth (v/<a)s). 
Proof. Let f(s) be as in Lemma 5.1 with f(0) = g(0). Define h(s) = g(s) - f(s). In 
case (i), h(0) = 0, h’(O)>O. It suffices to show h(s) >O for al1 s > 0. If h(s) = 0 for 
some s > 0, let so be the smallest s > 0 with h(so) = 0. Clearly h’(s,) 10. However, 
h’(so) = p(so) - (Y > 0 which yields a contradiction. The proof for Case (ii) is similar. 
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A less elementary result is: 
LEMMA A3. Consider the ordinary differential equations 
an - [A2 + q,(t)]u = 0 (A4) 
where (Y is a real parameter. Let A > 0, suppose that /q”(t)1 5 [q(t)/, with q(t) a fixed 
integrable function J(q(t) dt < =. 
Then (A4) has solutions u~((Y, t), ~,(a, t) satisfying 
UO - - u;lA _ e-rr 
Ul - u;lA - eAt 
as t +m. These asymptotic formulas hold uniformly in (Y. 
Proof. For fixed q,(t), this is just Corollary 9.2 of[lO, p. 3811. To obtain uniform 
dependence on the parameter (Y, a small modification of the proof given in[lO, pp. 
375-3811 is required. One merely checks that at each step the dominated covergence 
of J/qmj by Jlql guarantees estimates. 
